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Space Activism as an Epiphanic Belief System 

Wendell Mendell 

Within the halls of space agencies, common wisdom holds that a space 
program will inspire young people to study science and mathematics.the 

word “inspire” has its roots in an old belief that a supernatural spirit could infuse 
a person with a vision or an insight into truth. along those lines, one modern 
meaning concerns fostering creativity.again, common wisdom in the united States 
holds that science, mathematics, and engineering are “hard” subjects, to be avoided 
by anyone who is not “smart.” even “smart” people see no point in working hard 
to enter technical professions where the remuneration may not match such fields as 
business or law. on the other hand, policy-makers at the national level understand 
that the ultimate competitiveness of the united States is related to its ability to 
generate and utilize advanced technologies, which requires a workforce educated in 
science, mathematics, and engineering. 

if it is true that a vigorous and exciting space program can motivate a subset of 
young people to switch to technical studies, then the program will serve a national 
need. But why should a space program uniquely motivate young people to pursue 
a technical education? the methodologies of the robotic space science missions 
do not differ so much from other forms of research, and the explanations of their 
findings are esoteric. human space operations are intellectually more accessible to a 
young person, but few people actually become astronauts. 

it is true that people do become passionate about space.We all know the terms 
“space cadet” and “trekkie.”yet, both these terms have origins in entertainment 
media. are “space cadets” only a type of groupie, a product of celebrity worship? 
although people can also be passionate about hobbies and can be motivated to 
study to become a specialized expert, space seems to have very catholic appeal over 
all cultures and genders. is there something different about space that can motivate 
people, particularly young people, to form a life plan directed toward involvement 
at some level in the space program? 
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Rationales 

in �982 i became the junior member of a gang of three whose aim was 
to initiate discussion within naSa concerning a human lunar base for the era 
following the low-earth orbit space station.at the time, naSa had no long-term 
planning organization, and was focused on getting approval for a space station.talk 
of a lunar base was met with indifference if not hostility. 

over the next several years, our advocacy group was successful in attracting 
interest both within and external to the agency for discussion of human exploration 
of the Moon. Within our little cabal, my role usually was that of a spokesman at 
conferences and workshops.We developed a more or less standard presentation or 
“pitch” on overhead transparencies.the title chart was followed by a rationale or 
Justification chart, containing four to six bullets (talking points) that were intended 
to convince the audience of the importance and truth of our cause.the Justification 
chart is required by all managers for project presentations and represents the customer 
requirements. in an engineer’s ideal world, the rationale comes down the chain of 
command, generated at some higher pay grade. 

early in our process,we developed rationales based on our perception of strategic 
goals for naSa.as we consulted with a wider audience, we began to adopt rationales 
that might address national (or societal) needs. for example, the resources available on 
the Moon could supplement decreasing inventories of raw materials on earth. our 
presentations worked pretty well with passive audiences, but one-on-one encounters 
with senior experts on national policy were a different kettle of fish. i quickly learned 
that any of my naïve generalizations could be savaged by an appropriate authority 
unsympathetic to the “space solution.” i do not mean to imply that our ideas were bad 
or wrong, but our arguments needed much more sophistication and nuance. 

Within a very few years, my rationales had moved to grand concepts such as 
humanity moving into the solar system, or intangibles such as inspiration of youth. 
Many essayists and professional authors have written about the space program 
in terms that express the broadest human issues. While naSa was formulating 
the response to the �989 speech by president george h. W. Bush in which he 
outlined his Space exploration initiative, a number of philosophical discussions 
took place over how the space program serves the nation; some engineers were very 
uncomfortable talking about unquantifiable “requirements.” 

as the lunar base movement became more widespread prior to that presidential 
speech, i became identified in some quarters of the space community as a leading 
advocate for settling the Moon. consequently, i received invitations to speak at a 
number of events,particularly those sponsored by space activist groups.the audiences 
were thrilled with artist concepts of lunar facilities and loved to hear what kind of 
activities would take place on the Moon.the agendas of these conferences always 
included discussions of the “message” needed to encourage more spending on space 
programs. i noted that the advocate groups brainstormed to generate rationales for 
space investment, to be expressed in bullet format on charts. 
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Epiphanies 

individual conference attendees always expressed a great passion for space 
activities and carried a vision of a future where living in space was commonplace. 
over the years i also became aware that many, if not most, of them could tell a 
story of some specific event in their lives that marked the beginning of their intense 
interest in space exploration and development. people said, for example,“i bought a 
science fiction book to read at girl Scout camp, and i have been interested in space 
ever since.” “When i was five years old, my dad told me to come downstairs and 
watch men walking on the Moon.” 

as i was absorbing this information, my wife was taking training to become 
more involved in evangelism for her lutheran church. i heard portions of training 
videos with discussions about christian outreach. i noted certain similarities and 
differences between the two advocacies. in both cases, congregations hear sermons 
expressing certain truths upon which they all agree. in both cases, people inside the 
movement cannot understand why everyone is not part of their belief system. in 
both cases, the group concludes that outsiders simply lack the facts. 

the two communities differ dramatically in their form of outreach. the 
church encourages individual christians to explain to outsiders how their lives have 
been changed for the better through adoption of the church’s belief system. in fact, 
many christians believe they have had transformational experiences—epiphanies, 
if you will—that have changed their lives, and they tell the unchurched that similar 
experiences will be accessible if they enter into the christian belief system. on the 
other hand, space advocates believe that their conclusions are based on reasoning, 
and some of them use the overhead chart with rationales.their success is limited. 

i wondered whether many space advocates also had had their interest 
awakened by some inspirational experience. if so, it would suggest an outreach 
strategy based on involving more people in space activities in a personal way. 
presumably, opportunities would present themselves from which people would 
discover an interest in a space future. 

frank White has written of an “overview effect” experienced by astronauts on 
orbit from which they experience a profound change in personal perspective toward 
life. i am not convinced that the overview effect is an example of a space-derived 
epiphany i am thinking about. rather, i associate it with a kind of perspective 
alteration associated with extreme experiences, such as a brush with death or 
personally witnessing for the first time grinding poverty or deep suffering.� 

i had an opportunity to take a step toward exploring this hypothesis at the 2003 
meeting of the international lunar explorationWorking group (ileWg) in hawaii. 

�. frank White, The Overview Effect: Space Exploration and Human Evolution, 2nd ed. (reston, Va: 
american institute for aeronautics and astronautics, �998). 
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ILEWG 

in �989 president george h.W.Bush launched his Space exploration initiative 
(Sei),which charged naSa with returning to the Moon to stay and journey onward 
to Mars. naSa composed a reply with scenarios for future human exploration 
missions and hired a new associate administrator for exploration by the name of 
dr. Michael griffin. By �992, the Sei was politically dead in the united States and 
naSa had a new administrator by the name of dan goldin. for space pundits in 
the united States, that was that.2 

however, other nations had reacted to the u.S. initiative.the european Space 
agency (eSa) produced a collection of studies of potential scientific investigations 
on the Moon,which led to a technical session at the World Space congress in �992. 
in �994, eSa convened a workshop on a future lunar exploration and development 
strategy in Beatenberg, Switzerland. at that workshop, the Japanese delegation 
offered to host a subsequent topical workshop in �996 in Kyoto, Japan. 

after the Beatenberg event, the naSa associate administrator for Science 
proposed an international lunar exploration Working group (ileWg) to the 
interagency coordinating group (iacg).the �996 Kyoto workshop was convened 
as an ileWg meeting. Much to the surprise of many of the attendees, the Japanese 
presented a large number of papers on future lunar exploration plans, including the 
first official announcement of the Selene mission. (the lunar orbital scientific 
spacecraft, recently renamed Kaguya, will finally be launched in 2008.) however, a 
scientific finding suggesting evidence for past life in a Martian meteorite had been 
announced only two months before. naSa administrator goldin was looking past 
the Moon toward Mars. one of the official naSa representatives to ileWg in 
Kyoto gave a rather lengthy commentary on reasons to forget about the Moon and 
focus on Mars. 

after Kyoto,official naSa representation disappeared from ileWg.although 
meetings were held, the group became more of a gathering of lunar exploration 
advocates than a true interagency coordinating body. however, the Japanese were 
still treating ileWg as a recognized body and eSa continued to fund travel for a 
few representatives. dr. Bernard foing of eStec (the european Space research 
and technology centre, which is the design hub for most eSa spacecraft and 
technology development, and is situated in noordwijk,the netherlands) became a 
major advocate for ileWg and eventually was named project Scientist of the eSa 
Smart-� lunar technology mission. 

2. on the Space exploration initiative see, george h. W. Bush, “remarks by the president at 20th 
anniversary ofapollo Moon landing,nationalair and Space Museum, July 20,�989”;dwaynea.day, 
“doomed to fail:the Birth and death of the Space exploration initiative,”Spaceflight 37 (March �995): 
pp.79–83;thor n.hogan,“MarsWars:a case history ofagenda Setting andalternative generation in 
the american Space program,”ph.d. dissertation,georgeWashington university, 2003. 
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Steve durst, head of Space age publishing and a long-time advocate of human 
settlement of the Moon, offered to host the 2003 ileWg gathering at his home 
base in hawaii. i attended the meeting, but naSa sent no official representative. 
dr. Michael duke sat at the table as the senior u.S. presence, but he had retired 
from naSa. on the other hand, indian representatives attended, and the chinese 
Space agency tried to send a large delegation. no chinese actually attended 
because they could not obtain u.S. visas.the usual small number of Japanese and 
european delegates were there. the remainder of the attendees included various 
lunar scientists, advocates, students, and a few space celebrities, such as astronaut 
John young, invited by durst.the good attendance possibly had something to do 
with the attractive venue in hawaii. i have known Steve durst for more than 20 
years through his interest in lunar development, and i also knew almost all the 
senior people at the meeting because the list of usual suspects in the lunar advocacy 
community is not large. 

one of the luncheons at the meeting was sponsored by the aerospace company 
Spacedev and its founder, Jim Benson, was the featured speaker. i have heard Jim 
speak several times, and he often begins by pulling out his �955 membership card 
from the Science fiction Book club, where he encountered the writings of isaac 
asimov and was “turned on” to space. Jim was trained as a geologist and by chance 
entered the computer software industry in its early days. he later sold a successful 
software business and used the money to start Spacedev as a company to build small 
spacecraft for planetary science missions. here was another of my space stories. 

at the next luncheon,two young people spoke about their interest in the Moon. 
one was yuki takahashi, who had contacted me a year or two earlier with a great 
passion to build a telescope on the Moon. he went from an undergraduate degree 
at caltech to a doctorate program in astrophysics at the university of california 
at Berkeley.at one point he and i exchanged e-mails about his desire to abort his 
studies in astrophysics to work somewhere on a lunar telescope project. (i urged 
him to complete his doctorate!) at the luncheon, he spoke of a trip to a library 
with his parents in Japan at age 9. he discovered there an entire encyclopedia on 
astronomy. he devoured it and became absorbed with the idea of space exploration. 
here was another of my space stories. 

at an afternoon break that day, i rudely grabbed the microphone from Steve 
durst and told the people in the room that i wanted them to help me with an 
experiment. i briefly explained my idea about transforming experiences triggering 
an interest in space.at the hotel meeting room, every seat had a small notepad and 
a pen. i asked them to use the notepad to first answer the question,“did you have a 
specific event in your life that you remember as catalyzing your passion for space?” 
i asked them to write yes or no on the pad. if the answer was yes, i asked for a brief 
description of the event. i also asked for the person’s age at the time of the event 
and the person’s current age (at the time of the meeting in 2003). 
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Data 

i eventually received 50 submissions.adding Benson and takahashi and myself, 
i have 53. i forgot to ask for gender, but six submissions are clearly from women. 
current ages (in 2003) start at the early 20s. i have four from men older than 75. in 
the text below, i include three figures that are scans of actual submissions to me in 
order to illustrate the style and informality of typical responses. 

three submissions (including my own) simply answered in the negative. 
everyone else wrote a few words of explanation. Seven of them declared no real 
moment of “awakening”but elaborated on the beginnings of an evolution of interest. 
two men grew up in families involved in the space program or space science and 
just followed their parents into the field. another man has a stepfather who flew 
helicopters that picked up astronauts after landing in the water.that memory dates 
from when he was 8 or 9 years old. 

a man (i presume) states that he had no epiphany but remembers lying on 
his back, looking at the summer sky, and talking about the stars with his friends 
at age �0. he joined the high school astronomy club. after a B.Sc. in physics, he 
eventually acquired a doctorate in economics while maintaining a lifelong interest in 
astronomy.although he enters himself in the “negative” column, his commentary is 
not qualitatively different from that of another man, who writes simply,“astronomy 
merit badge age �4.”the latter submitter presumably intended that brief statement 
to indicate an event that brought him into the space community. 

a woman who denies having an “epiphany”nevertheless mentions that “[t]he 
movie Contact did inspire me to want to continue our space exploration efforts for the 
pure scientific joy if nothing else.”a 22-year-old woman who responded positively 
to the question recalls a transient interest after watching the movie Space Camp 
when she was about 8 years old.3 however, she attributes her current involvement 
to learning at age �6 that “a family member was involved in apollo ��.” 

a native hawaiian woman writes: “When i was a small girl, maybe 3 or 4 
years old, i noticed the moon would follow me wherever i went. obviously, the 
moon liked me. it even would follow me home and wait near my house for me 
to come outside . . . . So i decided she was my friend and always looked forward 
to seeing her.” how this cultural view of the Moon evolved into attendance at a 
space conference is not explained.another woman who describes herself as “a non
american female” writes:“i used to watch the Moon & stars with my father and he 
& my brothers used to tell me about astronauts, etc. when i had to go to sleep. So i 
always wanted to dedicate my life to space exploration. i am now 30 years old.and 
as far as i can remember i always looked up to the Moon & the stars.” 

3. Space Camp [film], Metro-goldwyn-Mayer, �986, directed by harry Winer, starring Kate capshaw, 
lea thompson, Kelly preston. 
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a 42-year-old man denies any single event but adds,“i think that generally rocket 
launches are the thing that drives [sic] my interest the most.” another man, born in 
india but now a u.S. citizen, describes his triggering event as:“�963—six years old(.) 
nike-apache sounding rockets blasting off fromthumba equatorial launching Station 
(terlS) intrivandrum,india.”for both, rocket launches are a common focus,but one 
writer sees them as triggering his interest in space whereas the other doesn’t. 

one interesting catalyzing event was mentioned by a 29-year-old from the 
netherlands: “i never had a specific moment to determine my interest. [it] has 
always been there. however, i never believed that i could do something with it. 
untill [sic] i helped organize a conference (�998), then my life changed and got 
more direction to where i am now [sic].” here a person believes he went from a 
passive to an active role through volunteering to organize an activity. 

among those who responded positively to the basic question, certain themes 
are repeated. three (older) people mention Sputnik. Many inputs reference early 
human missions, particularly gemini and (of course) apollo. a tale of gemini 8 is 
reproduced as figure 30.�. 

the apollo �� first step on the Moon is listed by several. one woman’s 
memory of apollo �� is reproduced here as figure 30.2. 

Figure 30.1—Here, a person was energized by a pre-Apollo 
human mission. Note the comment about leaving space 
studies after Apollo. Many people were disillusioned by the 
cancellation of the Apollo program by President Nixon. 

Figure 30.2—The first human landing on the Moon is widely 
considered to be an iconic event in the history of civilization. 

Not surprisingly, many people recall it as memorable, often 
mentioning watching the first lunar step with family. 
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for a man,apollo �7 was the most important. his memoir:


launch of apollo XVii, december 7, �972

ü i was 6 years old in the first grade. 
ü i had never stayed up so late to watch tV. 
ü i remember nBc’s program theme music for its coverage of 

the mission. 
ü i met gene cernan when i was �2. 
ü i will meet Jack Schmitt this thursday. 

Steve durst’s daughter, who was a graduate student at the time of the ileWg 
meeting, writes that she was raised in a family that talked about space a great deal. 
however, her personal interest was catalyzed by the ldef mission, a technology 
experiment that returned various material samples to earth after exposure to the 
low-earth orbit environment for five years. for Ms. durst, the most interesting 
returned cargo was tomato seeds that were distributed to schools for planting. 

a 38-year-old man cites a three-hour chat across the aisle on an airplane flight 
with tom Stafford at age 28. 

a 48-year-old man by chance heard Jim lovell speak in hawaii at a convention 
two years before this survey.the writer is president of a construction company who 
came to the ileWg meeting to learn more about construction on the Moon. 

Books, particularly science fiction books, are important, especially around 
ages 8 to �5.Verne, heinlein,asimov,Wells, and clarke are all mentioned. figure 
30.3 is a memorable submission. however, not only science fiction was important; 
yukitakahashi mentioned the encyclopedia of astronomy. Jack green,a prominent 
pre-apollo proponent of lunar craters as calderas and 78 years old at the time 
of this survey, writes, “�945 publications of J. e. Spurr on lunar volcanism.” a Jet 

propulsion laboratory (Jpl) technologist 
recalls the time “My Mom gave me a 
section of the Chicago Tribune with an 
article by dr. dan Q. posen on space.”a 
woman writes:“When i was in 5th grade 
(�0 or �� years old), i had a class in the 
school library where we learned about 
the dewey decimal system.it was so boring 
that as i sat on the floor, i read the books 
i was seated next to. that happened to 
be the 523 section that contained the 
astronomy books. i knew i was hooked 
when i read them all!” 

Figure 30.3—Early science fiction featured utilization of 
exotic technology to conquer frontiers laden with adventure. 
While the modern genre is more complex and sophisticated 
in its themes, fiction set in the future continues to inspire 
careers in space exploration. 
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a (now retired) internationally recognized scientist, who was one of the top 
leaders in the apollo scientific studies, writes:“My parent bought me a book which 
still sits in my bookcase,‘the omnibus of Jules Verne’,which had both books ‘from 
the earth to the moon’ and ‘around the moon.’ i was �� years old. i was not aware 
at the time of a transformation. however, i realized during apollo �6 that ‘i had 
been there before’—and quickly found the page in the book which contained the 
specific paragraph which gave me that certainty.” 

Visual media also play a role. carl Sagan’s Cosmos series is mentioned three 
times. interestingly, no one mentioned the classic disney series from the �950s that 
featured Wernher von Braun, although i noted above two women who identified 
specific movies.a man writes,“My interest in space came when i was about 5 years 
old; i saw the movie ‘the conquest of the Moon’ in �955.” 

the last recurring category is astronomy. inputs already cited mention looking 
at the sky or reading books or achieving a merit badge.there are those who received 
telescopes from their parents or visited observatories. it has been known for a long 
time that widespread public interest in astronomy makes that subject a good way to 
introduce scientific concepts. 

Discussion 

My question to think about an epiphany may have seemed strange, but i was 
pleased by the enthusiastic reaction. approximately 80 percent of the responders 
believed they had something to say. even those who claimed to have nothing to say 
often added commentary. Several thanked me for the opportunity to write down 
their experiences. 

on the surface, nothing in these notes is new to those familiar with the space 
program.there are many different paths to an interest in space, yet no one describes 
his or her involvement in the form of a reasoned argument.two prominent lunar 
geologists come closest. one was a graduate student in geology, napping one day 
when a fellow student pounded on his door to tell him the russians had “launched 
a �80 pound satellite.”the other geologist was a young ph.d. who “watched neil 
and Buzz step onto the Moon” and “shortly thereafter . . . saw my �st apollo �� 
rock.” the fact that so many people found my question interesting rather than 
bizarre and that such a large percentage remember their first awareness of space 
suggests an emotional attachment, which is part of what i was seeking.a next step 
would be to ask these responders to elaborate on their vision of humanity’s future 
in space. launch technology evolves so slowly that they might not actually see 
themselves in space. 

i chose the word epiphany deliberately because i find the passion behind many 
peoples’interest in space to be almost religious in nature.(i am not the only one to notice 
this.) i have encountered many individuals or groups who have some transcendent vision 
of future activities or assets in space.this basis for these beliefs becomes a particularly 
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important issue today because the vision of an economic sphere in cislunar space and 
on the Moon has become an element of national policy and a little-understood element 
of the president georgeW. Bush’sVision for Space exploration initiative.4 traditionally, 
people who believe in a private economy in space have been belittled by the space 
establishment such as naSa employees or major aerospace contractors.the latter argue 
that there is no business for major investors beyond government contracting. 

today, of course, we see a new phenomenon whereby so-called high net 
worth individuals (hWnis) are investing significant amounts in ventures to build 
new launch systems, space vehicles for tourism, and even a hotel. robert Bigelow 
has committed $500M million of his personal fortune to build an orbiting facility 
and has already launched the first test module. if the business case is so weak, why 
are these people in the game? i suggest that they are “believers” who happen to have 
the money to pursue their dreams.5 

Conclusions 

this simple, serendipitous sampling suggests that further studies by professionals in 
social science might prove interesting.however,one must remember that this particular 
meeting was convened by a visionary with the stated purpose of discussing future 
activities on the Moon, and the attendees may well be self-selecting for this kind of 
survey.We may be looking at a subculture rather than the space movement as a whole. 

in �995 in Stockholm,Sven grahn of the Swedish Space corporation and i led 
a team project titled “Vision 2020” at the summer session of the international Space 
university (iSu). about 40 young space professionals from a variety of countries 
and a variety of disciplines volunteered to be part of an attempt construct a vision 
of what space activities would be important 25 years into the future. as leader of 
the exercise, i went to great lengths to avoid providing structure that might suggest 
the “right answer” to the students.We worked with an academic in future Studies 
to employ visioning, a technique for creating desirable future scenarios. the lack 
of structure given to the students had the unfortunate effect of producing a lack of 
structure in their deliberations.When time came to present an outline of the final 
product to the iSu faculty, the presentations seemed unimaginative. 

4. on the Vision for Space exploration, see alain dupas and John M.logsdon,“creating a productive 
international partnership in the Vision for Space exploration,” Space Policy 23 (february 2007): pp. 
24–28; craig cornelius, “Science in the national Vision for Space exploration: objectives and 
constituencies of the ‘discovery-driven’ paradigm,” Space Policy 2� (february 2005): pp. 4�–48; 
frank Sietzen, Jr., and Keith l. cowing, New Moon Rising: The Making of the Bush Space Vision 
(Burlington, ontario: apogee Books, 2004); craig cornelius, “Science in the national Vision”; 
Wendell Mendell,“the Vision for human Spaceflight,” Space Policy 2� (february 2005): pp. 7–�0. 

5. the alt. space community has enjoyed considerable positive publicity.an example of this is elizabeth 
Weil, They All Laughed at Christopher Columbus:An Incurable Dreamer Builds the First Civilian Spaceship 
(newyork: Bantam Books, 2002). 
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i chaired a faculty meeting to provide feedback to the students. Sitting in on 
the meeting were about half a dozen iSu alumni who were in town for the annual 
alumni Weekend. the faculty criticism was savage. i took notes and struggled to 
understand how i might communicate the feedback in a constructive way.however, 
one by one, the alumni began to assail the faculty, accusing them of being part of 
a bygone and obsolete “apollo generation.”the young people claimed that space 
programs of today were not built around grand visions but should be directed to 
benefit the quality of life on earth—a theme that was being carried within the 
project. clearly, there was a generation gap in expectations in this exercise. 

When one looks around the world, one can see space projects aimed at disaster 
management or provision of services to the population or scientific investigation. 
the grand structure of the Vision for Space exploration initiative stands out for 
its bold assertion of a potential future society in space. is this just a u.S. cultural 
product, or is it really a more generally held vision? i personally find a response to 
the vision around the world, but i believe more study of societal response to visions 
of a future space civilization is important to the promoters of these policy goals. i 
must leave such studies to professionals in the social sciences. 
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